SERMON

May 14, 2015

I seek refuge in ALLAH from satan the rejected.
In the name of ALLAH, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
TOPIC: THE QURAN IS TRULY REVEALED AND SENT DOWN FOR THE BELIEVERS

16:98 When you read the Quran, you shall seek refuge in ALLAH from satan the rejected.
16:99 He has no power over those who believe and trust in their Lord.
16:100 His power is limited to those who choose him as their master, those who choose him as their god.
Revealed: The sum of all 3 verses is 297, revealing the word “Rasoola – a messenger.” Allah appoints
messengers, bestows them with guidance, purifies them, and then commands them to preach the Quran to
the people.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 16,26,24 in each verse, that is a multiple of 14. 16,26,24 = 14 x
11616.
Revealed: The sum of messenger’s letters 16+26+24 is Perfectly 66, revealing the Honorable and
Glorified Name of ALLAH.
Revealed: The Allah letters in each verse are 15-14-13, revealing the diff. of 1, Subhan Allah.
It is Allah’s immense mercy to send down the Quran for the believers and to send messengers to explain the
profound scripture. If He did not send the Quran down for the believers, none of us would have been able to
purify our souls and we would not have known about the Test in order to qualify for redemption in the Hereafter.
The Quran offers us the chance to believe, and uphold all the laws of Allah to pass the Test in order to be
forgiven and redeemed in the Hereafter. Allah knew in His infinite wisdom that some souls need to be saved, and
will believe in His Absoluteness when provided with the guidance.
27:6 Surely, you are receiving the Quran from a Most Wise, Omniscient.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19 and the GV of these letters is 714, revealing the Code and
Miracle of Seven Pairs, Glory be to ALLAH.
17:9 This Quran guides to the best path, and brings good news to the believers who lead a righteous life, that
they have deserved a great recompense.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 25 and messenger’s letters are 39, revealing the diff. of 14, providing
the Proof of Seven Pairs, as the profound sign for the believers.
7:52 We have given them a scripture that is fully detailed, with knowledge, guidance, and mercy for the people
who believe.
2:38 We said, "Go down therefrom, all of you. When guidance comes to you from Me, those who follow My
guidance will have no fear, nor will they grieve.
4:115 As for him who opposes the messenger, after the guidance has been pointed out to him, and follows
other than the believers' way, we will direct him in the direction he has chosen, and commit him to Hell; what a
miserable destiny!
Revealed: The Allah letters are 21 and 22 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 11 and 8 revealing the sum of 19.
Note that Verse 2:38 mentions that when guidance comes from Allah, but does not mention the system of how
the guidance will come to individual humans, but Verse 4:115 clarifies that the guidance will come through His
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messenger. Those who follow Allah’s guidance through His messenger will have no fear, nor will they grieve,
but those who oppose the messenger after he points out the true guidance for them, they will be committed to
Hell where they suffer the worst destiny. This is Allah’s way of exposing the hypocrites and the disbelievers who
will argue and wait for the guidance to come to them direct from Allah and not through His messenger/s who are
inspired with Allah’s guidance. This is a prime reason for idol worship. The overwhelming majority of people
reject human messengers.
The majority of people when asked who created them and provides for them, their response is God. The answer
is correct, but why then they don’t fully believe in Him and uphold all His laws from the Quran. They may
believe with their mouths while their hearts do not believe in Allah, as the Absolute, One Lord.
23:84 Say, “To whom belongs the earth and everyone on it, if you know?
23:85 They will say, “To ALLAH.” Say, “Why then do you not take heed?”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 9 and 8 in each verse revealing the diff. of 1. The people unanimously
agree that everything on earth belongs to Allah. As they have agreed, then they should take heed.
23:86 Say, “Who is the Lord of the seven universes; the Lord of the great dominion?”
23:87 They will say, “ALLAH.” Say, “Why then do you not turn righteous?”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 9 and 8 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1. The response of the
hypocrites and the disbelievers is correct again, but would they turn righteous by fully believing in
Allah’s Absoluteness?
23:88 Say, “In whose hand is all sovereignty over all things, and He is the only one who can provide help, but
needs no help, if you know?”
23:89 They will say, “ALLAH.” Say, “Where did you go wrong?”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and 6 in each verse revealing the doubling of numbers. The doubling
of the number is another proof for idolatry.
Note: Even though the disbelievers answered correctly by taking the glorified name of ALLAH, they
remain unsure, doubtful, and in disbelief that is confirmed through the Revelation of 2 gods.
23:85 They will say, “To ALLAH.” Say, “Why then do you not take heed?”
23:87 They will say, “ALLAH.” Say, “Why then do you not turn righteous?”
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 and 15 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1. As stated earlier,
the disbelievers response is correct by taking the name of ALLAH, but they would not believe in His
messenger, thereby committing idolatry by disbelieving in him.
23:87 They will say, “ALLAH.” Say, “Why then do you not turn righteous?”
23:89 They will say, “ALLAH.” Say, “Where did you go wrong?”
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 15 and 17, revealing the diff. of 2 gods. At the end of the
questions, the disbelievers have exposed their disbelief by rejecting the messenger, thereby wronging
their souls.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 638 and 636, revealing the diff. of 2 gods. The Revelation
of 2 gods confirms the incomplete and fake belief of the hypocrites who do not belief in the entire Quran
and also refuse to believe in Allah as the One, Supreme, and Absolute Lord.
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The reason that the hypocrites and the disbelievers respond to the questions asked by Allah in the affirmative is
narrated in Verses 30:30 through 30:32. It is because Allah has planted His name in their instinct at the time of
their creation, about which they remain unaware.
30:30 Part 1: Therefore, you shall devote yourself to the religion of strict monotheism.
30:30 Part 2: Such is the natural instinct placed into the people by ALLAH.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 10 and 9 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1. The sum of
messenger’s letters is 19.
Revealed: In Part 2, the Allah letters are 12 with the GV of 165, confirming the natural instinct placed
into the souls of the people by Allah about His Absoluteness.
30:30 Part 3: Such creation of ALLAH will never change.
30:30 Part of Part 4: This is the perfect religion.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 9 and 8 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
30:30 Part of Part 4: This is the perfect religion.
30:30 Part 5: But most people do not know.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 8 and 12 in each part, revealing the name of the messenger in
reverse order as 128 for Husain.
Revealed: For both parts, the Arabic Letters are 34 and messenger’s letters are 20, revealing the diff.
of 14 as the Seven Pairs Miracle.
30:31 Part 1: You shall submit to Him, reverence Him, observe the Contact Prayers (Salat),
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19 to confirm the reverence for Allah that is needed from the
believers who refrain from all forms of idol worship.
30:31 Part 2: And – whatever you do – do not ever fall into idol worship.
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are 19 and Quranic Initials are 14, pointing out the gross sin of idol
worship through the revelation of the Sacred Codes.
30:32 Part 1: (Do not fall in idol worship,) like those who divide their religion into sects;
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are 14, confirming the serious command to
not divide the one congregation into sects by disputing with each other. Those who divide and break the
one congregation into sects will be guilty of gross idolatry.
30:32 Part 2: Each party rejoicing with what they have.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is Perfectly 66. The rejoicing of the disbelievers will be in vain, and
they will have to answer to their Lord, humiliated and debased on the Day of Judgment.
Revealed: For all 3 Verses on this subject, the Allah letters are Perfectly 66, Glory and Praise be to
Allah.
Revealed: For all 3 Verses on this subject, the messenger’s name initials are 84, and name letters are
103, revealing the diff. of 19, Subhan Allah.
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30:32 Part 1: Like those who divide their religion into sects;
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger's letters are 14, revealing the Seven Pairs Miracle
through Allah and His messenger's letters.
Part 2: Each party rejoicing with what they have.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 66, revealing the glorified name of Allah and confirming all the
revelations of the 3 verses.
6:19 Say, “Whose testimony is the greatest?” Say, “ALLAH’s. He is the witness between me and you that this
Quran has been inspired to me, to preach it to you and whomever it reaches. Indeed, you bear witness that there
are other gods beside ALLAH.” Say, “I do not testify as you do; there is only one god, and I disown your
idolatry.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 50 and messenger’s letters are 69, revealing the diff. of 19. This is a
very powerful verse and Allah has confirmed through the code of 19 between His letters and His
messenger’s letters that His testimony is the greatest and that the Quran has been inspired to the
messenger.
6:19 Part: Say, “Whose testimony is the greatest?” Say, “ALLAH’s.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and messenger’s letters are 9 revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: From the beginning of the verse up to “Al-Quran” the Allah letters are 19.
Revealed: From the word “Al-Quran” up to “Elahun wahidun – one god” the GV of Allah letters is
precisely 383 revealing the name of the scripture as “Al-Quran”, Subhan Allah.
6:20 Those to whom we have given the scripture recognize this as they recognize their own children. The ones
who lose their souls are those who do not believe.
6:21 Who is more evil than one who lies about ALLAH, or rejects His revelations? The transgressors never
succeed.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 and 20 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1.
2:97 Say, “Anyone who opposes Gabriel should know that he has brought down this (Quran) into your heart, in
accordance with ALLAH’s will, confirming previous scriptures, and providing guidance and good news for the
believers.”
2:98 Anyone who opposes ALLAH, and His angels, and His messengers, and Gabriel and Michael, should know
that ALLAH opposes the disbelievers.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters for both verses is 686 (matching the GV of “Al-Dukhan – The
Smoke”) and is a multiple of 14 and 7. (686 = 14 x 7 x 7) The numbers revealed through the quotient of
14,7,7 is the exact GV of part of Verse 15:87 that says, “We have given you the seven pairs.”
The Revelation of the profound Miracle of Seven Pairs is associated with a lot of other supporting miracles and I
will show and recite for you a couple of them. A Profound Miracle through Verse 15:87 proclaiming the first
name of the messenger who has been granted and revealed the Miracle of Seven Pairs, Subhan Allah.
15:87 We have given you the seven pairs, and the great Quran.
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Revealed: From the words “Al-Quran Al Azeem” to the last verse 99 in the chapter, the messenger’s
letters in the verses are precisely 178 revealing the first name of the messenger as Makbool, Praise be
to my Lord. The proof reveals the Absolute Precision of Allah in writing verses with hidden proofs for
the messenger, and also to confirm that the messenger is coded in the verses of the “great Quran.”
Another Miracle of Seven Pairs: After Chapter 15, there are 14 more chapters having Verses numbered
87, with the last occurrence being 56:87 saying, “Why do you not restore (your soul), if you are
truthful”?
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 7, the Quranic Initials are 14 and the Arabic Letters are 19,
revealing all the 3 Sacred Codes. The Proof through the Miracles explains that only the ones who
believe in Allah wholeheartedly, and repent to Him for the sins committed by them, will be able to
restore and purify their souls, by believing and appreciating the miracles revealed by Him to the
messenger.
The last verse of Chapter 56 is 56:96, saying: “You shall glorify the name of your Lord, the Great.”
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 32 and the GV of messenger’s letters is 254, the diff. is 222,
revealing the glorified words “your Lord – Rabbayka” which is already mentioned in the Verse.
2:99 Part 1: We have sent down to you such clear revelations.
2:99 Part 2: And only the wicked will reject them.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and 8 in each part, revealing the proof of 1 to confirm the clear
revelations.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 12 and 10, the diff. is 2 (gods) confirming the disbelief of the
wicked who reject the clear revelations of Allah sent down through His messenger.
54:17 We made the Quran easy to learn. Does any of you wish to learn?
54:22 We made the Quran easy to learn. Does any of you wish to learn?
54:32 We made the Quran easy to learn. Does any of you wish to learn?
54:40 We made the Quran easy to learn. Does any of you wish to learn?
Revealed: The sum of the chapter number and the 4 verses reveals the Absoluteness of Allah that is
represented by the number 165, Subhan Allah.
54 + 17 + 22 + 32 + 40 =165.
The Quran’s verses are structured in accordance with Verse 3:7
3:7 Part 1: He sent down to you this scripture, containing straightforward verses – which constitute the essence
of the scripture (according to the Master Record) – as well as multiple-meaning or allegorical verses. Those who
harbor doubts in their hearts will pursue the multiple-meaning verses to create confusion, and to extricate a
certain meaning.
3:7 Part 2: None knows the true meaning thereof except ALLAH and those well founded in knowledge. They say,
“We believe in this – all of it comes from our Lord.” Only those who possess intelligence will take heed.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 35 and 34 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: Part 1: The messenger’s name initials are 35 and name letters are 49, revealing the diff. of
14.
3:7 Part: None knows the true meaning thereof except ALLAH.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 with the GV of 165, revealing His Absoluteness in compiling and
revealing the Quran with intricate and complex coding, that is unfathomable and incomprehensible,
Alhumdo Lillah.
3:7 Part: Except ALLAH and those well founded in knowledge.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 190 that is 19 x 10. The GV of messenger’s letters is 352 to
proclaim the scripture – Quran. The diff. in the GV’s of 190 and 352 is 162, revealing the name of the
religion, “Al – Islam” or “Submission.”
3:7 Part: He sent down to you this scripture, containing straightforward verses – which constitute the essence of
the scripture (according to the Master Record).
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 and messenger’s letters are 19, revealing the Sacred Codes of 1419. The messenger’s name and name letters are preserved in the “Master Record – Umm Al Kitabe” of
Allah Ta’ala.
3:7 Part: (They say) “We believe in this – all of it comes from our Lord.” Only those who possess intelligence
will take heed.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is perfectly 165 – the proof and revelation is for the believers who
possess intelligence to believe in everything that comes from their LORD.
2:285 Part: The messenger has believed in what was sent down to him from his Lord, and so did the believers.
They believe in ALLAH, His angels, His scripture, and His messengers: “We make no distinction among any of
His messengers.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 29 and messenger’s letters are 48, revealing the diff. of 19.
Revealed: In Arabic, from “Al Rasool” to “Al Muminoon,” the Allah letters are 12 with the GV of 165,
to explain that believers are those who believe and follow His messenger.
2:285 Part A: They say, “We hear, and we obey.”
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 35 and GV of messenger’s letters is 348, revealing the sum of
383, to proclaim “Al-Quran.” The believers utter these words to show that they believe in the entire
Quran, and uphold Allah’s Absoluteness by believing in Him and His messenger.
2:285 Part B: Forgive us, our Lord. To You is the ultimate destiny.
Revealed: The Allah letters in Parts A and B are 6 and 6 to reveal the glorified name of Allah as 66.
4:136 Part 1: O you who believe,
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are 8, revealing the diff. of 1. The number 1
represents those believers who sincerely believe in the Absoluteness of Allah through His messenger.
4:136 Part 2: You shall believe in ALLAH and His messenger, and the scripture He has revealed through His
messenger, and the scripture He has revealed before that.
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Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 383 to proclaim Al-Quran. This is the Scripture that Allah has
revealed once again through His messenger, though the Quran was originally inspired to Muhammad –
the Prophet and Messenger of Allah over 1400 years ago. The Scripture revealed to the current
messenger is on the proofs of the Quran.
4:136 Part 3: Anyone who refuses to believe in ALLAH, and His angels, and His scriptures, and His
messengers, and the Last Day, has indeed strayed far astray.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 and the GV of Allah letters is 296, to proclaim “Rasool –
messenger.” Those who do not believe as per the verse have indeed strayed far astray.
4:162 As for those among them who are well founded in knowledge, and the believers, they believe in what was
revealed to you, and in what was revealed before you. They are observers of the Contact Prayers (Salat), and
givers of the obligatory charity (Zakat); they are believers in ALLAH and the Last Day. We grant these a great
recompense.
The verse number 162 is one of the proofs for this verse, as it represents “Al Islam” or “Submission.”
Those who have submitted to Allah, they believe in what was revealed to this messenger and in what was
revealed to past messengers. In addition they observe the Salat, pay out their Zakat, they believe in
Allah’s Absoluteness and the Last Day.
6:51 And preach with this (Quran) to those who reverence the summoning before their Lord – they have none
beside Him as a Lord and Master, nor an intercessor – that they may attain salvation.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 20 and messenger’s letters are 39, revealing the diff. of 19.
10:37 This Quran could not possibly be authored by other than ALLAH. It confirms all previous messages, and
provides a fully detailed scripture. It is infallible, for it comes from the Lord of the universe.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 11 and Allah letters are 25, revealing the diff. of 14.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 25 and messenger’s letters are 44, revealing the diff. of 19.
10:37 Part 1: This Quran could not possibly be authored by other than ALLAH.
10:37 Part 2: It confirms all previous messages, and provides a fully detailed scripture. It is infallible, for it
comes from the Lord of the universe.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 552 and 700 in each part, revealing the diff. of 148, to
proclaim “Alhumdo Lillah – Praise be to Allah.” All Praise be to Allah who has revealed the infallible
Quran to confirm the previous messages and for revealing a fully detailed scripture.
10:38 Part 1: If they say, “He fabricated it.”
10:38 Part 2: Say, “Then produce one sura like these, and invite whomever you wish, other than ALLAH, if you
are truthful.”
Revealed: In Part 1, the messenger’s letters are 7 and in Part 2, the Allah letters are 14, revealing the
Sacred Miracle of 7-14 through the mix of Allah and His messenger’s letters.
The Words: be suratin mislehee – one sura like this. The GV of Allah letters is 40 and GV of messenger’s
letters is 138, the sum is 178, revealing the first name of the messenger as Makbool. This proves the complex
nature of Quran whereby Allah has involved the letters of the messenger to reveal clear, profound and distinct
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proofs for his messenger, which cannot be challenged by anyone.
10:39 Indeed, they have rejected this without studying and examining it, and before understanding it. Thus did
those before them disbelieve; therefore, note the consequences for the transgressors.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 25 and messenger’s letters are 44, revealing the diff. of 19.
10:15 Part 1: When our revelations are recited to them, those who do not expect to meet us say, “Bring a Quran
other than this, or change it!”
10:15 Part 2: Say, “I cannot possibly change it on my own. I simply follow what is revealed to me. I fear, if I
disobey my Lord, the retribution of an awesome day.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 24 and 22 in each part, revealing the diff. of 2 (for idolatry and rejection
of revelations). The disbelievers rejected the Quran and demanded from the messenger to bring a Quran
other that what was revealed to him or to change it. The messenger’s response was that he could not
possibly change on his own and followed what is revealed to him. If he disobeyed Allah, then he would
suffer the retribution of an awesome day, just like the other disbelievers.
Revealed: The Allah letters are precisely 19 on the Aleef of Quran showing that the scripture is marked
with the Signature of Allah – the One who revealed it to Muhammad and to subsequent messengers.
10:16 Part: Say, “Had ALLAH willed, I would not have recited it to you, nor would you have known anything
about it. I have lived among you a whole life before this (and I was not inspired or received any revelations
then.)
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 and the GV is 296, proclaiming “messenger – Rasool” that is further
confirmed through 19 letters of Allah Ta’ala.
10:16 Part 1: Say, “Had ALLAH willed.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are 6, revealing the diff. of 1.
10:16 Part 2: I would not have recited it to you.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 66 – this proves that the messenger recites with the full
authorization and will of Allah.
10:16 Part: Nor would you have known anything about it. I have lived among you a whole life before this (when
I was not inspired nor received any revelations). Do you not understand?”
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is profoundly 165, explaining that the messenger’s do not speak on
their own, they strictly speak according to the commands inspired to them.
Reaction and Response of the reverent and sincere believers:
5:83 When they hear what was revealed to the messenger, you see their eyes flooding with tears as they
recognize the truth therein, and they say, “Our Lord, we have believed, so count us among the witnesses.
5:84 “Why should we not believe in ALLAH, and in the truth that has come to us, and hope that our Lord may
admit us with the righteous people?”
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Revealed: The Allah letters are precisely marked as 19 and 14 in each verse on the word “the truth – al
haq” proving that the revelations revealed to the messenger are the absolute truth from Allah, Be He
Glorified.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are also precisely marked as 12 and 8 on the word “the truth – al
haq” thus revealing the last name of the messenger as Husain in addition to the Revelation of the
Sacred Codes of 19-14.
15:86 Your Lord is the Creator, the Omniscient.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is precisely 128, revealing the last name of the messenger. This
Verse is mounted on top of the verse of Seven Pairs and the great Quran. This is proof that Allah created
the messenger and all the other human beings, Praise be to Him.
15:87 We have given you the seven pairs, and the great Quran.
15:88 Do not be jealous of what we bestowed upon the other (messengers), and do not be saddened (by the
disbelievers), and lower your wing for the believers.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 20 and 34 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 14 to confirm the
Seven Pairs Miracle revealed and granted to the messenger. Note that the Proof is through the letters of
the messenger.
15:87 Part: We have given you the seven.
Revealed: Up to the Arabic word “sabaa – seven” the messenger’s letters are 7 and the Arabic letters
are 14, confirming the “Revelation of Seven Pairs” for the messenger.
Revealed: After the word “Seven” there are 2 words in Arabic as “min almasanee.” The GV of Allah
letters is 32 and GV of messenger’s letters is 220, the sum is 252, which is 14 x 18.
15:87 Part: And the great Quran.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 7. The Miracle of Seven Pairs is clear and evident from the 1st
part and the last part, both of them bearing 7 and 7 letters of the messenger.
15:88 Part 1: Do not be jealous of what we bestowed upon the other (messengers), and do not be saddened (by
the disbelievers),
15:88 Part 2: And lower your wing for the believers.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 672 and 320 in each part, revealing the diff. of 352,
proclaiming “Quran.” The messenger has been revealed the entire Quran as a mercy from his Lord to
preach it to the believers.
15:89 And proclaim: “I am the manifest warner.”
15:90 We will deal with the dividers.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and 7 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 and 13 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1.
15:91 They accept the Quran only partially.
15:92 By your Lord, we will question them all.
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Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 10 and 11 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1.
15:92 By your Lord, we will question them all.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 66, Subhan Allah. Allah is the One who will question the
hypocrites and the disbelievers about not believing in the Quran Alone and for rejecting His messengers.
15:92-93 By your Lord, we will question them all, about everything they have done.
Revealed: The combined messenger’s letters are 19 for both verses.
15:94 Therefore, carry out the orders given to you, and disregard the idol worshipers.
15:95 We will spare you the mockers.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 10 and 8 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 2 to point out the
mockers and the idol worshipers.
15:95-96 Part: We will spare you the mockers, who set up another god beside ALLAH.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 17 and the Aleefs of Absoluteness are 8, revealing the first name of the
messenger as Makbool through the Pattern of Allah letters and the Aleefs.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19, confirming that the messenger believes in the Absoluteness
of Allah.
15:96 Part 1: Who set up another god beside ALLAH.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and messenger’s letters are 11, revealing the diff. of 1. The
messenger preaches that Allah is One and Alone and forbids all forms of idol worship.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is Perfectly 165 to prove that Allah is One and Absolute.
15:96 Part 2: They will surely find out.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 202 proclaiming the glorified name of Lord (Rabb).
THE MIRACLE: Revealed: From Verse 15:91 saying “They accept the Quran only partially” to the
last verse of the chapter saying “And worship your Lord in order to attain certainty,” the messenger’s
letters are Perfectly 110. Those who believe in Allah with absolute certainty will accept the entire
Quran and all the revelations sent through His messenger without having any doubts. The hypocrites
believe only in partial Quran and therefore end up setting another god besides Allah. They will be held
accountable for their idol worship and gross arrogance for disregarding the commands of Allah on the
Day of Judgment.
9:111 Part 1: ALLAH has bought from the believers their lives and their money in exchange for Paradise.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19, confirming that Allah has bought from the believers their lives and
money in exchange for Paradise.
9:111 Part 2: Thus, they fight in the cause of ALLAH,
9:111 Part: Willing to kill and get killed.
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Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 12 and 11 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
9:111 Part 3: Such is His truthful pledge in the Torah, the Gospel, and the Quran.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 in this part.
9:111 Part 4: And who fulfills His pledge better than ALLAH? You shall rejoice in making such an exchange.
This is the greatest triumph.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 – this is the pledge from Allah and the believers should rejoice in
such and exchange.
Revealed: From the beginning of the Verse up to “Al Quran” the Arabic Letters are 110, and up to the
glorified name of ALLAH, the Arabic Letters are 128, revealing the Absoluteness of Allah as well as
the messenger’s name, Subhan Allah. Moreover, the messenger’s letters are 66 on Al Quran and
precisely 77 up to “ALLAH” thus coinciding with 128 Arabic Letters. This is the clear Proof that the
messenger’s name is included in the words and verses of the glorious Quran.
9:112 Part 1: They are the repenters, the worshipers, the praisers, the meditators, the bowers, the prostrators,
the advocators of righteousness and forbidders of evil.
9:111 Part 2: And the keepers of ALLAH’s laws. Give good news to such believers.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 23 and 9 in each part, revealing the diff. of 14.
Revealed: In Part 2, the messenger’s letters are 19, explaining and confirming that the believers are the
keepers of Allah’s laws.
*** The disbelievers are barred from understanding the Quran
17:45 When you read the Quran, we place between you and those who do not believe in the Hereafter an
invisible barrier.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters up to “the Hereafter” is 165 and in the entire verse, the Allah letters
are 19. Praise be to Allah who has the power to place an invisible barrier on the minds of the
disbelievers.
17:46 Part: We place shields around their minds, to prevent them from understanding it, and deafness in their
ears.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14. The invisible barrier includes placing shields around the minds of
the disbelievers and the hypocrites, and deafness in their ears to prevent them from understanding the
Quran.
17:46 Part 1: And when you preach your Lord, using the Quran alone.
17:46 Part 2: They run away in aversion.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and 6, proclaiming the glorified name of ALLAH who has revealed
the Quran.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 8 and 9 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1. These revelations
provide proof that the messenger has been bestowed with knowledge and wisdom of the Quran.
The Words: Al Quran Alone – the Allah letters are 4 and messenger’s letters are 5, revealing the diff.
of 1.
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The Words: Allah Alone (7:70), the Allah letters are 5 and messenger’s letters are 4, the diff. is 1.
17:47 Part 1: We are fully aware of what they hear,
17:47 Part 2: When they listen to you, and when they conspire secretly.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 4 and 5, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 13 and 12 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1. The Revelations
through Allah and His messenger’s letters confirms that the disbelievers secretly conspire against the
messenger and against the truth revealed to him.
17:47 Part 3: The disbelievers say, “You are following a crazy man.”
Revealed: The messenger’s name initials are 14 and name letters are 19, revealing the Sacred Codes
of 14-19. The disbelievers have no idea that such intricate and sacred coding of the Quran is not revealed
to crazy men; they are only revealed to the messenger chosen by Allah.
Revealed: The Allah letters in each verse out of the set of 3 Verses are 19+26+21 = 66, Subhan Allah.
With the Stamp of Allah’ name, the verses express and reveal a powerful message to the hypocrites and
the disbelievers.
29:49 Part 1: In fact, these revelations are clear in the chests of those who possess knowledge.
29:49 Part 2: Only the wicked will disregard our revelations.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and 9 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 5 and 6 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1. These precise
revelations will be clear in the chest of those who possess knowledge and they will readily believe in
them. As for the wicked, they will keep their eyes closed and disregard Allah and His revelations.
29:50 Part 1: They said, “If only miracles could come down to him from his Lord!”
29:50 Part 2: Say, “All miracles come only from ALLAH; I am no more than a manifest warner.”
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 14 in the entire verse, revealing the Sacred Miracle of Seven
Pairs.
Revealed: In Part 1, the Allah letters are 12 to match the 12 letters in the Shahadah; the GV of these
letters is Perfectly 165, to reveal the Shahadah and the Absoluteness of Allah. The revelation is in
response to the disbelievers who demand to see miracles come down to the messenger from his Lord.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and 14 in each part, revealing the diff. of 2 to point out the
hypocrites and the disbelievers who demand miracles from the messenger.
Revealed: Part 2: The Allah letters are 14 and messenger’s letters are 19, revealing the profound
Miracle in response to the disbelievers demand. Praise be to Allah.
29:51 Part 1: Is it not enough of a miracle that we sent down to you this book, being recited to them?
29:51 Part 2: This is indeed a mercy and a reminder for people who believe.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 7 and they were 14 in the previous verse 29:50, thereby
revealing the Miracle of Seven Pairs, Subhan Allah.
Revealed: Part 1: The Allah letters are 14 and messenger’s letters are 19, revealing the Sacred
Miracle of 14-19 to inform the people and the hypocrites that the Quran itself is a Miracle that the
messenger recites to them.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19 and 18 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1. The inscription of
messenger’s letters in verses such as this dealing with miracles demanded by the disbelievers is
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testimony to the truth that Allah has indeed included the letters of the messenger in the verses of the
Quran.
NOTE the similarity of the Miracle of 14 and 19 in Verse 29:50 Part 2 and in Verse 29:51 Part 1.
29:52 Part 1: Say, “ALLAH suffices as a witness between me and you. He knows everything in the heavens and
the earth.”
29:52 Part 2: Surely, those who believe in falsehood and disbelieve in ALLAH are the real losers.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 31 and messenger’s letters are 50, in the Verse revealing the diff. of
19. This is another example of the inclusion of messenger’s letters along with the letters of Allah to
reveal precise miracles that have been revealed and inspired to the messenger, Alhumdo Lillah.
Revealed: In Part 1, the Allah letters are 14, proving that He is the witness between me, and you and
knows everything in the heavens and the earth. He is fully aware of the Signs and Miracles that He has
revealed to His messenger, Glory be to Him.
Revealed: In Part 2, the Allah letters are 17 and the Aleefs are 8, revealing the first name of the
messenger Makbool 178 through Pattern of Allah letters and the Aleefs.

ALLAH has commanded the believers to read and recite the Quran at dawn:
17:78 Part: You shall also observe (the recitation of) the Quran at dawn. (Reciting) the Quran at dawn is
witnessed.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and messenger’s letters are 11, revealing the diff. of 1.
17:82 We send down in the Quran healing and mercy for the believers. At the same time, it only increases the
wickedness of the transgressors.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 up to “mercy” and 19 after to the end of the verse, revealing
the Sacred Miracle of 14-19.
17:82 Part 2: At the same time, it only increases the wickedness of the transgressors.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 306, revealing the full name of the messenger, Makbool
Husain who has been mostly rejected by the hypocrites and the disbelievers, just like the past
messengers.
17:87 Part 1: This is but mercy from your Lord.
17:87 Part 2: His blessings upon you have been great.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 6 and 7 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters in the entire verse is precisely 352, proclaiming “Quran” that
the LORD has bestowed upon the messenger as a great mercy and blessing from Him.
17:88 Part 1: Say, "If all the humans and all the jinns banded together in order to produce a Quran like this.”
17:88 Part 2: They could never produce anything like it no matter how much assistance they lent one another.
Revealed: The total number of Arabic Letters in the entire verse is 77, revealing the Miracle of Seven
Pairs.
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Revealed: Up to the first occurrence of “bemisle” the messenger’s letters are 19 and after this word,
they are again 19 to the end of the verse.
Revealed: From “Al-Quran” to the end of the verse, the Allah letters are 14 and messenger’s letters are
19, revealing the complex nature of the words and verses that are inter mixed with the letters of Allah
and His messenger. This makes it virtually impossible for the humans and the jinns, even if they joined
hands and banded together, to produce a Quran similar to the one authored and revealed by Allah to His
messenger.
17:90 They said, "We will not believe you unless you cause a spring to gush out of the ground.
17:91 “Or unless you own a garden of date palms and grapes, with rivers running through it.
17:92 “Or unless you cause masses from the sky, as you claimed, to fall on us. Or unless you bring ALLAH and
the angels before our eyes.
17:93 “Or unless you own a luxurious mansion, or unless you climb into the sky. Even if you do climb, we will
not believe unless you bring a book that we can read.” Say, “Glory be to my Lord. Am I any more than a
human messenger?”
Revealed: The sum of chapter 17 + Verses 90 – 91 – 92 – 93 is 383, Glory be to Allah for revealing “AlQuran” that the disbelievers challenge.
17:92 Part 1: Or unless you cause masses from the sky, as you claimed, to fall on us.
17:92 Part 2: Or unless you bring ALLAH and the angels before our eyes.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 12 and 13 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and 12 in reverse order, revealing the number 128 as the last name of
the messenger.
Revealed: In Part 1, the GV of Allah letters is 66 and in Part 2, the GV of Allah letters is 165,
revealing His Glorified Name and His Absoluteness. When the disbelievers challenge Allah and the
angels to come before their eyes, the Proofs revealed are always precise, strong and powerful to answer
the disbelievers.
17:93 “Or unless you own a luxurious mansion, or unless you climb into the sky. Even if you do climb, we will
not believe unless you bring a book that we can read.”
17:93 Part: Say, "Glory be to my Lord.”
17:93 Part: “Am I any more than a human messenger?”
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 8 and 7 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1. The Proof confirms
that the messenger is a human being, Glory be to my Lord.
6:27 If only you could see them when they face the hellfire! They would say then, “Woe to us. Oh, we wish we
could go back, and never reject our Lord’s revelations, and join the believers.”
6:28 As a matter of fact, (they only say this because) their secrets have been exposed. If they go back, they will
commit exactly the same crimes. They are liars.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 11 and 10, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 221 and 240, revealing the diff. of 19.
7:2 This scripture has been revealed to you – you shall not harbor doubt about it in your heart – that you may
warn with it, and to provide a reminder for the believers.
7:3 You shall all follow what is revealed to you from your Lord; do not follow any idols besides Him. Rarely do
you take heed.
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7:70 They said, “Did you come to make us worship ALLAH Alone, and abandon what our parents used to
worship? We challenge you to bring the doom you threaten us with, if you are truthful.”
7:71 He said, “You have incurred condemnation and wrath from your Lord. Do you argue with me in defense of
innovations you have fabricated – you and your parents – which were never authorized by ALLAH? Therefore,
wait and I will wait along with you.”
7:72 We then saved him and those with him, by mercy from us, and we annihilated those who rejected our
revelations and refused to be believers.
18:54 We have cited in this Quran every kind of example, but the human being is the most argumentative
creature.
17:82 We send down in the Quran healing and mercy for the believers. At the same time, it only increases the
wickedness of the transgressors.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 and 20 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1. The Most Merciful
Lord has cited every kind of example in the Quran, and has provided explanations and proofs through
His messenger, but most humans still argue against the proofs and their wickedness increases.
25:27 The day will come when the transgressor will bite his hands (in anguish) and say, “Alas, I wish I had
followed the path with the messenger.
25:30 The messenger said, “My Lord, my people have deserted this Quran.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 and 15 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1. The transgressors will
bite their hands on the Day of Judgment and wish that they had believed in the Quran and followed the
path with the messenger.
17:85 They ask you about the revelation. Say, “The revelation comes from my Lord. The knowledge given to you
is minute.”
17:86 If we will, we can take back what we revealed to you, then you will find no protector against us.
17:87 This is but mercy from your Lord. His blessings upon you have been great.
18:55 Nothing prevented the people from believing, when the guidance came to them, and from seeking the
forgiveness of their Lord, except that they demanded to see the same (kind of miracles) as the previous
generations, or challenged to see the retribution beforehand.
18:57 Who are more evil than those who are reminded of their Lord’s proofs, then disregard them, without
realizing what they are doing. Consequently, we place shields on their hearts to prevent them from
understanding it (the Quran), and deafness in their ears. Thus, no matter what you do to guide them, they can
never ever be guided.
4:146 Only those who repent, reform, hold fast to ALLAH, and devote their religion absolutely to ALLAH, will
be counted with the believers. ALLAH will bless the believers with a great recompense.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 36 and messenger’s letters are 50, revealing the diff. of 14.
4:146 Part 1: Only those who repent,
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 128.
4:146 Part 2: Only those who repent and reform.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 178.
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4:146 Part 3: And hold fast to ALLAH.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 114.
Revealed: All 3 Parts: The GV of Allah letters is a Perfect 165, revealing the Ultimate Proof for those
who repent, reform and hold to Him.
4:146 Part 4: And devote their religion absolutely to ALLAH.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are 8, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 202 proclaiming the name of Lord.
4:146 Part: These will be counted with the believers. ALLAH will bless the believers with a great recompense.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 162, revealing that those who follow and fulfill the above parts of
the Verse will be counted as believers and will be blessed with a great recompense in the Hereafter.
4:146 Last Part: ALLAH will bless the believers with a great recompense.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 16 and the Aleefs are 5, revealing the Absoluteness of 165
through the mix of Allah and His messenger’s letters.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is a Perfect 100, to confirm the Absoluteness of Allah over the
Quran.
4:146 Part: Only those who repent, reform, hold fast to ALLAH, and devote their religion absolutely to
ALLAH; they will be counted with the believers.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is Perfectly 329, proclaiming the glorified name of Al Rahman –
the Most Gracious.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 14 up to “the believers” and they are 19 in the entire verse,
revealing the Sacred Miracle of 14-19. These are the Absolute Miracles in Verse 4:146.
4:147 Part 1: What will ALLAH gain from punishing you, if you became appreciative and believed?
4:147 Part 2: ALLAH is Appreciative, Omniscient.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 and 7 in each part, revealing the Miracle of Seven Pairs.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters for each part is 100 and 100 – a perfect number to explain that
Allah does not gain anything by punishing the people if they become believers and appreciate the
revelations sent by Him through His messenger.
5:55 Your real allies are ALLAH and His messenger, and the believers who observe the Contact Prayers (Salat),
and give the obligatory charity (Zakat), and they bow down.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 23 and messenger’s letters are 42, revealing the diff. of 19.
5:56 Those who ally themselves with ALLAH and His messenger, and those who believed, belong in the party of
ALLAH; absolutely, they are the victors.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 297, revealing the words “Rasoola – a messenger.”
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8:2 Part 1: The true believers are those whose hearts tremble when ALLAH is mentioned.
8:2 Part 2: And when His revelations are recited to them, their faith is strengthened, and they trust in their Lord.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 15 and 14 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 21 and 21 in each part, revealing the “Perfectly Matching” proof.
8:2 Part: And when His revelations are recited to them.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are also 7, revealing the Miracle of Seven
Pairs. What the messenger recites is absolutely from Allah and is coded in ways to reveal specific
meanings.
8:2 Part: Their faith is strengthened, and they trust in their Lord.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are 14, revealing the miracle of Seven Pairs,
which strengthens the faith of the believers who have put their trust in their Lord.
22:35 They are the ones whose hearts tremble upon mentioning ALLAH, they steadfastly persevere during
adversity, they observe the Contact Prayers (Salat), and from our provisions to them, they give to charity.
Revealed: In Verse 8:2 above, the messenger’s letters are 42 and in Verse 22:35, they are 43, revealing
the diff. of 1. Both of the verses 8:2 and 22:35 are addressed to the sincere and reverent believers whose
hearts tremble upon mentioning ALLAH and they fall prostrate upon hearing His name. In addition, the
other traits required of the believers are mentioned in the verses.
22:35 Part: They are the ones whose hearts tremble upon mentioning ALLAH.
8:2 Part: The true believers are those whose hearts tremble when ALLAH is mentioned.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 12 and 21 in each part of the verses, revealing the Sacred
Miracle of 12-21. The number 1221 is the GV of Verse 74:30 saying “Over it is nineteen.” Moreover the
numbers 12 added up to 21, reveals the sum of 165, which is the Absoluteness of Allah, Subhan Allah.
5:101 O you who believe, do not ask about matters, which, if revealed to you prematurely, would hurt you. If you
ask about them in light of the Quran, they will become obvious to you. ALLAH has deliberately overlooked them.
ALLAH is Forgiver, Clement.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are absolutely 19, Subhan Allah.
5:102 Others before you have asked the same questions, then became disbelievers therein.
Revealed: The messenger’s name initials are 14 and name letters are 19, revealing the Sacred Miracle
of 14-19 to inform the believers that they should not ask questions prematurely as it would hurt them.
But if they ask in light of the Quran, they will become obvious to them. Moreover, Allah has deliberately
overlooked them. In the past some believers were misled by satan for asking questions that do not have
the answers from the Quran.
76:22 This is the reward that awaits you, for your efforts have been appreciated.
76:23 We have revealed to you this Quran; a special revelation from us.
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Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 6 and 6 in each verse, revealing and proclaiming the glorified
name of ALLAH. The Quran and its verses with the intricate proofs is a ‘special revelation’ from Allah
for the messenger.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 382 and 598 in each verse, the sum is 980 that is 14x14x5.
The Quran based on the Miracle of Seven Pairs and the Revelation of Allah’s Absoluteness is new for
the believers, as it involves the letters of the messenger.
84:20 Why do they not believe?
84:21 And when the Quran is recited to them, they do not fall prostrate.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and 9, revealing the sum of 14.
84:22 This is because those who disbelieved are rejecting (the Quran).
84:23 ALLAH is fully aware of their innermost thoughts.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 10 and 11, revealing the diff. of 1.
25:59 Part: He is the One who created the heavens and the earth, and everything between them, in six days, then
assumed all authority.
25:59 Part & 25:60: The Most Gracious; ask about Him those who are well founded in knowledge.
When they are told, “Fall prostrate before the Most Gracious,” they say, “What is the Most Gracious? Shall we
prostrate before what you advocate?” Thus, it only augments their aversion.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 27 and 41 in each part and verse, revealing the diff. of 14.
25:60 Part: They say, “What is the Most Gracious? Shall we prostrate before what you advocate?” Thus, it only
augments their aversion.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 and messenger’s letters are 19, revealing the Sacred Miracle
through Allah and His messenger’s letters, Praise be to the Most Gracious.
27:1 T. S. These (letters) constitute proofs of the Quran; a profound scripture.
27:2 A beacon, and good news, for the believers.
27:3 Who observe the Contact Prayers (Salat), give the obligatory charity (Zakat), and they are, with regard to
the Hereafter, absolutely certain.
27:76 This Quran settles many issues for the Children of Israel; issues that they are still disputing.
27:77 And most assuredly, it is a guide and mercy for the believers.
28:85 Surely, the One who decreed the Quran for you will summon you to a predetermined appointment. Say,
“My Lord is fully aware of those who uphold the guidance, and those who have gone astray.”
28:86 You never expected this scripture to come your way; but this is a mercy from your Lord.
28:87 Nor shall you be diverted from Allah’s revelations, after they have come to you, and invite the others to
your Lord. And do not ever fall into idol worship.
34:31 Those who disbelieve have said, “We will not believe in this Quran, nor in the previous scriptures.” If you
could only envision these transgressors when they stand before their Lord! They will argue with one another
back and forth. The followers will tell their leaders, “If it were not for you, we would have been believers.”
34:32 The leaders will say to those who followed them, “Are we the ones who diverted you from the guidance
after it came to you? No; it is you who were wicked.”
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34:33 The followers will say to their leaders, “It was you who schemed night and day, then commanded us to be
unappreciative of GOD, and to set up idols to rank with Him.” They will be ridden with remorse, when they see
the retribution, for we will place shackles around the necks of those who disbelieved. Are they not justly requited
for what they did?
3:138 This is a proclamation for the people, and a guidance and enlightenment for the righteous.
3:139 You shall not waver, nor shall you grieve, for you are the ultimate victors, if you are believers.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 23 in both verses and messenger’s letters are 43, the sum is 66, Praise
be to Allah.
7:204 Part 1: When the Quran is recited.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 296, explaining that the messenger recites the Quran to the
believers.
7:204 Part 2: You shall listen to it and take heed.
7:204 Part 3: That you may attain mercy.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 7 and 7, revealing the Miracle of Seven Pairs. The messenger
explains the Quran based on the new Miracles revealed to him.
7:205 Part 1: You shall remember your Lord within yourself, publicly, privately, and quietly, day and night;
7:204 Part 2: And do not be unaware.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 23 and 9 in each part, revealing the diff. of 14.
Revealed: Part 2: The GV of messenger’s letters is 296, proclaiming Rasool – Messenger, the
followers of the Quran are advised not to be unaware of the messenger and what he recites to them.
7:206 Part 1: Those at your Lord are never too proud to worship Him.
7:206 Part 2: They glorify Him and fall prostrate before Him.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 and 13 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: Part 1: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are 14, revealing the Miracle of 7
Pairs.
Peace be upon the messengers.
PRAISE BE TO ALLAH, LORD OF THE UNIVERSE.
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